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Pursuing Best Execution in the FX Market:
The Journey is the Destination
Introduction
The crescendo building until the effective date of MiFID II has most capital markets professionals and their internal compliance
colleagues scrambling to position themselves on the right side of this far reaching and comprehensive regulation. Lost in that rush
is a clear focus on the meaning of best execution.
When the concept of best execution was first introduced in the 1980’s, it really did mean the pursuit of the best price available.
But over time, regulators both in the US and in the EU realized that the concept of best execution was much more complicated
than the simple pursuit of best price. Technology advances and capital markets growth created many issues that could affect the
objective of best price on a continual and reliable basis.

Getting Behind the Definition of Best Execution
The definition of best execution, as outlined in MiFID II is actually pretty clear: all sufficient effort must be taken to insure
that every trade is executed on terms most favorable to the client, and the trading party must be able to prove it. When the
SEC and FINRA tackled the definition of best execution years ago, they made it clear that a firm was obligated to consider and
constantly evaluate trading alternatives compared to their current practice. Just being “aware” of venue alternatives required the
firm to consider that alternative.
The regulators’ intent was to signal to the firm that it was their responsibility to identify execution alternatives, use a variety of
them, and evaluate them to qualify their benefits. Best execution was impossible to achieve if the trader used the same trading
process over and over and did so to the exclusion of other alternative trading options. In other words, the regulators said, “you
can’t do the same thing”; “you can’t use only one or two alternatives”; and “you certainly can’t do nothing and be compliant.”

The Journey is the Destination
Ironically, the word “best” suggests a singular, unparalleled qualification. But in a market as large as the FX market, the ability to
achieve best price is unprovable and only one concern of the trader who may care equally about fill rates or market impact. The
concept of best execution being a journey may be a frustration for the buy side.
Buy side FX traders are largely passive risk managers. The new regulations have fundamentally interfered with their status quo,
and the demands of best execution are forcing them to change the way they do business. The journey they are embarking on
requires their aggressive attention and engagement. Their passive risk management activity must be transformed into process or
a journey that is actually their destination.
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The Best Execution Journey

Search
For the buy side, looking at trading alternatives is a natural process for some and a whole new challenge for others. This part of
the journey requires the buy side to consider different alternatives. Bank algos, introduced over the last few years, would be
a good example.

Selection
The achievement of best execution demands the use of multiple trading alternatives. Reliance on one or even two alternatives
does not provide enough variety to allow for an adequate evaluation when that part of the best execution journey occurs. It is
critical that the trading choices selected provide the record keeping/time stamping information required by the regulation.

Utilization
When the buy side has selected an appropriate set of FX trading alternatives, it should be sure to allocate trading volume in
a manner that facilitates the evaluation process required by the regulators. Trading based on legacy practices should be
challenged as venue alternatives are tested. The buy side must use those trading alternatives over a long enough time period
to allow for proper evaluation.

Evaluation
Regulators have provided clear guidance for the evaluation process in the best execution journey. Transaction cost analysis (TCA)
was the initial focus of MiFID II’s best execution mandate. But MiFID II has increased the responsibilities of the buy side in the
context of their trading activity. The buy side must perform a pre-trade market check, and it must be systematic and embedded
in their trading policies and practices. And once a trade is completed, MiFID II requires an analysis of the adequacy of the
trading outcome, hence the relevance of the TCA tool. At the heart of this end-to-end trading and evaluation process is the access
to relevant data and the analytics to decipher the data itself. Perhaps it is obvious, but an adequate evaluation can only be
performed if the buy side uses trading alternatives that allow them to meet the requirements of the regulation and provide
the data and analytics to allow that evaluation to take place.

Reflection
The best execution requirements of MiFID II do not, in an absolute sense, dictate the outcome of the evaluation process.
MiFID II does not judge – it places that burden squarely on the shoulders of the buy side. But the best execution journey
requires a commitment to constant review. If for example, a buy side firm determines that it believes that a combination of algo
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execution platforms and single dealer executions delivers the best trading outcome, then it merely needs to document its results
to answer the question “how so.”
Once the best execution journey begins two things become abundantly clear: first, this journey is not in a self-driving car
– the buy side firm is completely responsible for its journey and getting around the process cycle takes commitment, and
constant engagement; and second, the journey never ends – the journey is the destination.

Why Cürex Should Be Part of Your Best Execution Journey
The Cürex FX ECN is unique and relevant as a selection alternative in that phase of the best execution journey:
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
		

Our liquidity pool features live, streaming, no last look liquidity
Customers enjoy complete trade anonymity
Our customers can match against each other’s interest but liquidity providers are prohibited from
trading with each other
Every trade is benchmarked against the FTSE/Cürex FX Benchmark Series
All trades are time-stamped to the microsecond and fully auditable at any time
Our sponsored access model allows buy side customers to execute trades directly on our ECN using a modification
of their bank ISDA agreement

Cürex’s unique data and data analytics provide numerous benefits for the buy side in the context of the evaluation phase of the
best execution journey:
•
•
•
		
•
•
•

Live, streaming pre-trade analytics that meet MiFID II’s pre-trade market check mandate
Proof (a time stamp) of compliance with the pre-trade market check through our monitoring capability
Immediate proof of execution quality on our ECN by providing a snapshot of each trade and the full book, as it
existed at the time of execution
Trade-by-trade reports delivered instantaneously and/or at the end-of-day
Post-trade capability to walk the book forward and backward to assess the market impact of their execution
All clients’ trading data is stored for future recall, at any time

Cürex’s set of unique characteristics – whether they relate to our liquidity pool and its rule set or to our end-to-end data
analytic tools – should demand consideration by every buy side firm if they are serious about meeting the requirements
of the best execution mandate. In the journey that is best execution, Cürex is a map. Utilizing our tools and trading within our
liquidity pool provides meaningful guidance to our buy side customers who must follow the best execution journey.

“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional
FX user benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX
marketplace for the benefit of our partners and customers. Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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